INDUSTRIAL AFFILIATES PROGRAM

The IRIM Industrial Affiliates Program provides opportunities for companies interested in robotics at Georgia Tech to engage with faculty and students. IRIM encompasses three strategic research areas: Autonomy, Medical Robotics & Human Augmentation, and Collaborative Robotics.

**Member: $10,000**
- Industry and Student Mixer during the fall semester
- IRIM Research Showcase during the spring semester
- Facilitated access to graduate students for internships
- Access to compiled graduate student resumes
- Ability to enter job requisitions on the IRIM jobs website
- Promotion of joint research initiatives from ideation to technology transfer
- Recognition of your membership on the IRIM website
- Branding opportunities with the Georgia Tech Robotics community

**Partner: $25,000**
- All benefits of being a Member
- Recognition as a sponsor of select IRIM program—to be decided in consultation with the Partner—such as:
  - SURE Robotics Program: 10-week summer research program to attract under represented and minority students to graduate school
  - IRIM Visiting Faculty Fellows Program: distinguished visiting robotics scholar
- Dedicated IRIM Outreach Programs: for example, the Robotarium Tours or National Robotics Week open house
- Robograds: The Robotics graduate student organization
- IRIM Robotics Seminar Series: technical lectures occurring twice per month
- IRIM faculty awards: for example, Outstanding Junior Faculty Member award or Outstanding Research Contribution award

INDUSTRY EVENTS

**Industry and Student Mixer:** Every five minutes industry guests speak to a new student during a speed-networking session. The mixer also offers opportunities for informal interaction during a reception.

**Research Showcase:** Industry participants interact with students and faculty during poster presentations and breakout sessions. Opportunities for informal networking abound.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT ROBOTICS.GATECH.EDU/INDUSTRY